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With every passing session,the Department of Computer Science actively contributed 

towards the learning process of students and teachers as well. The Computer Prodigies, the 

Computer Science Society organized several interesting events in this academic year, under 

the able guidance of staff advisor, Ms.GeethanjaliKher, Teacher In-Charge,Dr.Mamta Sareen 

and staff co-ordinators, Ms. Shikha Jain. 

We began our session with online Orientation Program of the Departmenton 22nd 
November 2021. In the situation, when it wasn’t possible for the students to come to the 

college, the department tried its best to virtually introduce the college (by means of a virtual 

tour) and its various facets like information about college, various courses, various 

extracurricular societies along with rules and regulations, etc. to the enthusiastic batch of first 

year. They also got an opportunity to interact with their faculty members (Ms. 

GeethanjaliKher, Dr.Mamta Sareen and Ms. Shikha Jain) and with their new classmates. 

 

 
 

 

 

It was followed by the Orientation Program of The Computer Prodigies, the Computer 

Science Society on 20thDecember, 2021. 
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The first-year students got to know more about the society and it’s working along with 

various events that were held in the past. They also interacted with the second and thirdyear 

students of the department which was followed by the formation of the core team of the 

society. Applications for various posts were invited through online forms. Applicants were 

interviewed by the staff advisor and the staff co-ordinators and the core team was formed. 

 

Core Team Selection: December 2021 

 
On 13thMarch, 2022, we conducted the annual technical fest, TECHNIVAL 6.0 on Google 

meet platform in online mode. Several Technical and Non-Technical Events were organised 

in which students participated from colleges across the country. 

The following are the events organised in the fest: 

 

a) WEBINAR ON ‘UX DESIGN’: 
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A webinar on ‘UX Design’ with Mr. Aman Mittal (UX Designer at DigiLocker) as the 

keynote speakerwas organised. The webinar noted more than 90 attendees. It was a very 

informative and interactive session. Students got to learn a lot about the new technology. It 

also helped them to understand various aspects of UX Design as a career option. 

 

b) Events 

● Tech Quiz Competition based on various aspects of IT and Computer Science. This 

provided the students with a great opportunity to showcase their technical knowledge 

and win exciting prizes.   

● Code-Uncode Competition where coding enthusiasts got a platform to compete with 

each other and find out the best coder among themselves. It also helped them to win 

an exciting cash prize by using their coding skills. 

● The Money Heist Quiz a unique fictional quiz based on a very famous web series of 

Netflix, Money Heist. This event was most loved by the binge watchers. 

● The Logo Designing Competition wherethe participants used their creative skills to 

designlogo of The Computer Prodigies. Every logo was so unique in its own sphere 

that it was a challenge for our jury to choose the bestone out of them. 

● BGMI,an online gaming tournament of the mobile game BGMI where participants 

had a neck-to-neck competition to prove themselves to be the best gamer. 

 

It was the dedication and cooperation of the team members that has made this academic 

session such a great success. The Computer Prodigies stands determined to continue its 

efforts to keep the process of learning and growing going. 

 

 


